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Abstract—The Internet of Medical Things are suscepti-
ble to Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attack, which can identify
healthcare emergency of monitored patients and replay
normal physiological data to prevent the system from rais-
ing an alarm. In this article, we propose a framework to pre-
vent a MitM from disrupting the operations and prohibiting
the raise of alarms by the remote healthcare monitoring
system. To reduce energy consumption for normal data
transmission, and preserve the privacy of health data, our
framework transmits a smaller size signature derived from
acquired data with message authentication code, where the
key is derived from received signal strength indication. Our
experimental results for emergency detection show that our
approach can achieve a high detection accuracy with a low
false alarm rate of 3%.

Index Terms—Anomaly detection, authentication, Blue-
tooth Low Energy (BLE), cyber-attacks, healthcare, Inter-
net of Medical Things (IoMT), wireless body area networks
(WBANs), wireless security.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) is a set of medical
sensors used to collect physiological data from the body of

a remotely monitored patient. As these sensors have restricted
resources and limited transmission power, they transmit mea-
sured data to a local processing unit (LPU—such as tablet,
smartphone, etc.) for processing. The LPU has more resources
(i.e., processing power, energy, and transmission capability) than
sensors, and facilitate data processing for emergency healthcare
detection is running on LPU. When an emergency situation is
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detected, an alarm is transmitted to the healthcare professionals
to take appropriate actions.

Several security mechanisms have been proposed to secure the
communications between sensors and LPU, and offer confiden-
tiality, integrity, and availability (CIA) triad in monitoring. Each
mechanism has strengths and weaknesses (e.g., undisclosed or
unpatched vulnerabilities), which can be exploited to circumvent
security and perform Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attacks.

The Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is widely implemented
and leveraged in IoMT to exchange data with the LPU, where
monitoring applications in portable medical devices require a
short-range communication, low bandwidth, and delay. The
Security Manager module in BLE uses protocols and algorithms
to secure communications (AES with 128-b key) and provide
protection against several attacks [1]. However, the security of
BLE and data protection depends heavily on the I/O capability
of sensor devices, display, and keyboard, which are used to
confirm keys for communication end points. Furthermore, recent
works [2]–[4] have pinpointed vulnerabilities in BLE-based IoT
devices and conducted experiments to exploit them.

The MitM attack exploit the vulnerabilities and limited re-
sources of sensors. Several publicly available tools (such as
GATTacker, BtleJuice, Mirage [5], etc.) can be leveraged to
launch MitM attacks. Though the normal radio range of BLE
cannot exceed 100 m, these tools can be used with special radio
adapters that allow an attacker to intercept BLE up to 1000 m.

We consider a realistic scenario in healthcare monitoring,
where an attacker succeeds in MitM attack, despite the de-
ployed security measures in the communication infrastructure.
The attacker is able to intercept and decrypt the exchanged
data between sensors and LPU. Therefore, the attacker can
sniff the private data, and conduct analysis on captured data
to detect heavy changes or healthcare emergency. To disrupt the
monitoring system from raising an alarm when patient needs
assistance, the MitM can modify abnormal data and transmit
normal measurements to the LPU. In the same malicious spirit,
a demonstration was conducted by Jay Radcliffe, where false
commands were injected to prevent the Medtronic infusion
pump from injecting or to overdose the diabetic patients with
insulin [6].

In this article, we propose a framework to prevent a MitM from
modifying the data and disrupting the function of the remote
monitoring system. Mostly, the data transmitted by the sensor
are normal with infrequent anomalies [7]. The data are processed
by the LPU to identify heavy changes in measurements before
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raising an alarm. Therefore, to prevent the MitM from getting
access to private data, only the signature of acquired data is
transmitted by the sensor. The change detection algorithm in the
LPU takes the data signatures, which preserve the gap between
measurements. We use the locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) to
derive data signature, which is irreversible and prevents an
attacker from deducing the private data or accessing it. On the
other hand, the transmission of signatures instead of measure-
ments significantly reduces the packet size and consequently the
required energy for data transmission. To prevent modification
attacks, a keyed Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC) is
transmitted with the message, where the initial value of the key is
derived from the received signal strength indication (RSSI). The
RSSI has been widely used in BLE for indoor geolocalization
and its value depends on the distance between communicating
devices. The MitM will not be located at the same distance as
sensors, hence the corresponding RSSI value will differ from
the RSSI value used to derive the authentication key.

In summary, our contributions are threefold, which are as
follows.

1) We provide a method to reduce energy consumption for
normal data transmission, where much smaller sized sig-
natures derived from measured data are transmitted from
the sensor to the LPU.

2) Based on the aforementioned signature, we prevent a
successful MitM from accessing the measured data and
preserve the privacy of health data.

3) Considering MitM’s malicious intent of deterring alarms
from the monitoring system, we prevent modification and
replay attacks by using HMAC with the initial key derived
by the communicating entities based on their RSSI.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,
we review the recent related work. In Section III, we present
our proposed approach to prevent a MitM from accessing the
data. In Section IV, we conduct a comprehensive analysis and
comparative study to analyze the performance of our approach.
Finally, Section V concludes this article.

II. RELATED WORK

Intrusion detection systems for IoT have received attention
after volumetric attacks exploited the deployed sensors for
distributed denial of service attack (e.g., Mirai [8]). Zuo et
al. [9] hijack IoT connections using MiTM by exploiting the
pairing mode in deployed BLE. In BLE authentication phase,
the short-term key (STK) is used to encrypt the exchange of
long-term keys, which in turn is used to encrypt data. In fact, we
have two generation methods for STK in BLE, where the first
is based on passkey display and depends on the input/output
capabilities of IoT to enter the code, and the second is based
on insecure exchange of unencrypted text and makes devices
vulnerable to MitM attacks.

Data mining (DM) and machine learning (ML) approaches
have been applied to identify malicious or compromised sen-
sor. Nguyen et al. [10] apply deep neural networks to detect
anomalous deviation in the data traffic. Kavousi-Fard et al. [11]
propose an ML model to detect data integrity attack in wireless

sensors, and they use the neural networks (NN) to derive the
lower and upper band estimation of the prediction intervals to
secure microgrid sensors from MitM attacks.

Hasan et al. [12] compare the performance of several ML
algorithms used in the literature to detect anomalies and predict
attacks in the IoT systems. They compare the performance
of: logistic regression (LR), support vector machine (SVM),
decision tree (DT), random forest (RF), and artificial NN (ANN)
in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score. They found
that RF achieves comparatively better than other algorithms (LR,
SVM, DT, RF, and ANN), with comparable accuracy.

In the same spirit, Hafeez et al. [13] review recently proposed
anomaly detection techniques, which are based on DM and ML
for the detection of cyber-attacks in IoT, where any deviation
from normal learned patterns is used to detect anomalous behav-
ior. These algorithms consume a lot of time and resources and
cannot achieve real-time analysis. Therefore, they proposed the
use of fuzzy C-means and fuzzy interpolation to detect malicious
traffic activity despite the huge amount of data collected and
transmitted by devices. Their proposed framework (IoT keeper)
restricts access to devices with normal network activity. They
also identify five threats in IoT to detect and block in edge
networks, where the injection and replay attacks by MitM are
among them.

Koutras et al. [14] review recent related work on security in
IoMT communications while focusing on medical applications.
They classify communication protocols with respect to their
usage in medical application and examine the inherent security
characteristics, limitations, and implementation gaps in IoMT.
For BLE, they identify the vulnerabilities and feasible attacks:
sniffing, DoS, MitM, brute-force, device duplication attacks, etc.
Therefore, their review confirms the ability to conduct MitM in
BLE used in medical devices.

Asharaf et al. [15] review recent intrusion detection ap-
proaches for cyber-attack incidents against IoT. Most of the
surveyed anomaly detection perform offline analysis and require
training model. They also review IoT-based threats and attacks,
where an attacker makes all IoT devices connect to the software
enabled access point as it has a stronger signal than the actual
LPU. Therefore, the MitM can eavesdrop and compromise all the
communications despite the deployed security infrastructure. In
the same spirit, Lawal et al. [16] analyze the security threat and
pinpoint MitM through poisoning to eavesdrop or modify the
exchanged data.

Guo et al. [17] propose a symmetric cryptosystem to sup-
port real-time healthcare monitoring applications in untrusted
environment where data in transit are encrypted and the LPU
processes received data without decryption. The spirit of their
work is very similar to our proposed approach.

Jamming attack is a critical issue in IoT, where intentional
malicious messages are sent by attackers to create interferences
and prevent normal communications. Several channel hopping
solutions [18] have been proposed to defend against jamming
attacks, including proactive and reactive strategies. To cope with
the jammer, a pseudorandom sequence is used to switch the
channel periodically (each k seconds) in proactive solutions. In
reactive solutions, a jamming detection mechanism is required
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Fig. 1. MitM prevents raising alarms.

prior to channel switching. The main challenge is to derive
the same channel number on the LPU and the sensor without
explicit exchange, to prevent the attacker from following the
sequence and jam continuously. Several mechanisms based on
predefined, random, RSSI, and secret have been proposed as
channel switching solutions to escape the jammer (see [18] and
[19]). In our proposed approach, we use the RSSI to derive the
distance between sender and receiver, and subsequently derive
the same authentication keys used in HMAC to prevent data
modification and injection.

Hence, recent existing works confirm the possibility to con-
duct MitM despite the deployed security framework. We want
to add an additional security layer to prevent the attacker from
accessing or modifying the transmitted data in case of successful
MitM attack. To prevent such situation, a signature or bitmaps
derived from the measured values are transmitted in the network
instead of transmitting the raw physiological measurements. In
case of successful attack, the MitM cannot see the data but
only their irreversible signature. To prevent an attacker from
modifying or replaying old signatures, an authentication key is
derived by communicating devices based on the signal strength.
This key is used in message authentication code sent along data
or their acknowledgement to prevent the MitM from sending
spoofed ACK.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we propose an approach to mitigate the impact
of MitM attack. We assume a general deployment scenario for
remote healthcare monitoring and a successful MitM attack.
Despite the deployed security, the MitM in Fig. 1 is able to
intercept the data transmitted by the inertial measurement unit
to LPU. By running the same algorithm as in the LPU, the MitM
can detect the fall and replay previous normal data to prevent
the monitoring system from raising alarms for assistance.

In Fig. 2, we present the building blocks of our proposed
system to mitigate the impact of successful MitM attack in
the IoMT. The first block is the data acquisition, where several
physiological parameters, such as heart rate (HR), pulse, blood
pressure (BP), oxygenation ration (SpO2), and temperature (T)
are acquired by the sensors. These physiological data records
are feed to the data preprocessing block that cleans the data and
removes outliers by using median filter. Next, the LSH blocks
derive the signatures or bitmaps from the records and append the
calculated HMAC to the message before transmission to prevent
modification or future replay attacks. Note that the sequence
number of the packet is included in the HMAC.

Fig. 2. Components of our proposed framework.

Fig. 3. Comparison between HF and LSH. (a) Universal HF. (b) Local
sensitivity hashing.

In the reception block on the LPU, the authenticity of received
signature is verified before conducting anomaly detection to
identify healthcare emergency and raise an alarm for assistance.

In Fig. 2, the sensor transmits the LSH of data along with
the HMAC. As the data are not readable by MitM, our system
provides confidentiality. Furthermore, the HMAC provides au-
thentication and integrity (authenticity) using the sequence of
authentication keys, as shown in Section III-C.

A. Locality Sensitive Hashing

LSH is used to identify nearest neighbors (NN) in ML and
DM, where it performs dimensionality reduction through the
generation of hash value (or bitmap) that preserves the sim-
ilarity between data points. The LSH is a random projection
function that maximize collisions for similar points by gen-
erating the same hash value for two similar input, as shown
in Fig. 3(b).

In contrast to cryptographic hash function (shown in Fig. 3(a))
that reduces collisions in the derived fingerprint, by generat-
ing very different outputs even for near or similar inputs, the
LSH preserves the distance between input values, where similar
measurements produce similar (same or near) hash values (see
Fig. 3), whereas deviated measurements have hash values far
from each other. Therefore, the rationale behind using LSH is
to identity abnormal or deviated measurements from the hash
values.

For a data record Vi of length n (the record contains n
physiological measurements), we use a k spherically symmetric
random vector Ui of length n to derive the bitmap (hk(Vi)), as
given in the following:

hk (Vt) =

{
1 if Uk.Vi ≥ 0
0 if Uk.Vi < 0

. (1)
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Fig. 4. Derived bitmaps from LSH.

Fig. 4 shows the derived bit hk as the result of the
product of Uk = [u1k, u2k, . . . , unk] and the record Vi =
[v1i, v2i, . . . , vnt]. As the result of each vector product is 1 b
hk, the use of k random vector Uk results in a bitmap of k bits
(h(Vi) = [h1h2 . . . hk]), denoted by hash table or LSH signature
of the record.

For two given records Vi and Vj , the resulting bitmaps satisfy
the following equation:

if dist(Vi, Vj) ≤ R ⇒ P (h(Vi) = h(Vj)) ≥ p1

if dist(Vi, Vj) ≥ cR ⇒ P (h(Vi) = h(Vj)) ≤ p2 (2)

where c > 1 and p1 > p2. The LSH tend to produce the same
hash (or signature) for similar records. Therefore, the probability
P is high if Vi and Vj are close to each other, whereas the
probability is low when Vi and Vj are far apart. The use of
LSH is twofold. First, it reduces the size of transmitted record,
where only the signature LSH is transmitted instead of the n
physiological data in the record. Second, the signature is used to
measure the similarity between measured records and conduct
anomaly detection.

Various techniques for deviation detection in the derived LSH
signature have been proposed, such as Euclidian, χ2 and Ham-
ming distance, cosine similarity, etc. In our implementation, we
calculate the MinHash similarity to identify deviating records.

B. MinHash for Anomaly Detection

To detect changes between received signatures in the LPU,
we used the MinHash similarity, which provides an estimation
of Jaccard similarity (JS)

JS(Vi, Vj) =
|Vi ∩ Vj |
|Vi ∪ Vj | = P (h(Vi) = h(Vj)) . (3)

The JS was formulated by Tanimoto similarity for bitmaps as

TS(Vi, Vj) =
Vi.Vj

‖Vi‖+ ‖Vj‖ − Vi.Vj
=

n∑
k=1

|Vik ∧ Vjk|
n∑

k=1
|Vik ∨ Vjk|

(4)

where ∧ and ∨ denote the bitwise AND and OR operators, and
‖Vi‖2 is the magnitude of Vi

‖Vi‖2 =

n∑
k=1

v2
ki. (5)

Fig. 5. Sliding window.

Fig. 6. Detection of deviations in signature. (a) MinHash permutation.
(b) Anomaly detection.

To reduce false alarms, we do not base our analysis on the
comparison between the latest two received bitmaps, instead we
take a sliding window containing the latest w received bitmap
into consideration, as shown in Fig. 5.

To measure the similarity between the latest received bitmap
with past bitmaps in the sliding window, we apply the MinHash
that uses D random permutations (using vector P1, P2, P3,
and PD) on the raw index of the past w bitmaps. The random
permutations on bitmap is used to determine a nonzero bit that
will be placed in the first position of each permutation. The result
of such HF is the index of the first element in the permuted Bi,
which has value 1

hj(Bi) = min
j∈Bi

(Pj (Bi)) . (6)

The resulted MinHash signature matrix from the random
permutations is used to measure the similarity of newly received
bitmaps (Bi+w+1) with past w bitmaps in LSH signature matrix
([Bi, Bi+1, . . . , Bi+w]). For clarification, Fig. 6(a) presents a
simple example of MinHash with four permutations, which is
used to derive the MinHash signature matrix. As one bitmap
is derived from several physiological parameters, we divide the
signature matrix into b bands with r rows per band. Each band
(bi) is hashed using the universal HFs and the associated buckets
in the hash table is incremented by one.
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The main idea behind the use of MinHash is to have an HF that
is sensitive to distances. In other words, if two measurements are
close to each other, the probability that this function hashes them
to the same bucket is high. Conversely, if the points are far apart,
the probability that they get hashed to the same bucket is low.

The MinHash provides a fast and unbiased estimation of the
JS between two sets. As the MinHash can be computed in linear
time O(m) on the size of the bitmap Bi, the pairwise similarity
estimation between w bitmaps (wxBi) leads to substantial sav-
ings in running time compared to doing a full comparison of the
members of each bitmap.

To distinguish between normal changes in the monitored
physiological parameters caused by daily activities, and those
induced by health emergency, the spatial correlation between
parameters is exploited, where at least r attributes must simulta-
neously deviate to reflect such correlated changes before raising
a medical alarm.

A family of HFs H = {hi : U → 0, . . . ,m− 1} is called
universal if the collision probability for two different bands (i.e.,
bi and bj) through two different hash is at most 1/m, where m
is length of the hash table

∀bi, bj ∈ U, bi = bj : P [h(bi) = h(bj)] ≤ 1
m
. (7)

When a new signature (Bi+w+1) is received, the same per-
mutation is applied to derive the MinHash signature, as shown
in Fig. 6(b), and each band is hashed to verify the value of
the associated bucket in the hash table. If the associated value
is not zero, the band is similar and considered as normal. In
Fig. 6(b), the MinHash of the last received bitmap is derived and
divided into two bands, with two rows per band in this simple
scenario. The first part maps to an empty bucket (dissimilar)
and the second part maps to the bucket with value 3 (similar).
When the similarity is lower than a predefined threshold h (75%
in our implementation) in terms of band, an alarm is raised for
healthcare emergency.

After the decision is made, the oldest bitmap is removed
from the LSH and MinHash signature matrix. It is also removed
from the universal hash tables, where the associated buckets are
reduced by one for indexes generated by applying the HFs on
this bitmap.

C. Data Authentication

The RSSI is the power measurement of the received signal.
The BLE RSSI has been recently used in tacking the spread
of coronavirus (COVID-19), proximity detection and infec-
tiousness risk [20]. Several research [20]–[22] addresses the
fluctuation in this signal and proposes methods to compensate
the biased RSSI measurements.

In our approach, we use the RSSI signal to derive the initial
authentication key and change it based on the distance between
LPU and sensors. In fact, both sender and receiver derive their
distance from corrected RSSI signal. As the attacker is not
located at the same distance, its measured RSSI value is not
the same and consequently cannot derive the same key.

The basic idea is to accept measurements from sensors within
nearest locations using the RSSI, where sensors are near as they

TABLE I
VARIATION OF RSSI WITH DISTANCE

are deployed on the body of the monitored patient, and to refuse
data from other far away sensors as their RSSI deviates from the
majority. The RSSI is continuously decreasing with the distance
from the other device, and the intensity attenuation model is
described as

RSSId = RSSId0 − 10γlog10

(
d

d0

)
+ xσ (8)

where RSSId0 is the RSSI value at the reference distance d0

(d0 = 1 in our experiments), RSSId is the measured value at
the distance d, γ is the path loss exponent related to distance,
and xσ denotes a Gaussian random variable with zero mean
induced by shadowing. At distance 1 m, the measured RSSId0

is −66.50 dBm, and for simplification, xσ is set to 0 in our
experiments, where the distance is derived using (9). The path
loss exponent γ is 1.25 and determined by fitting the acquired
data. Table I shows the measured values of RSSI at a distance
interval of 0.5 m

d = 10(RSSId0−RSSId)/10γ. (9)

Therefore, to establish communication between sensor and
LPU in the initial phase, they must measure the same distance to
derive the same key. A Password-Based Key Derivation Function
(PBKDF) is used to derive a sequence of authentication keys,
each key of length 32 B. The PBKDF is used for key stretching,
where it makes the password cracking resistant to dictionary
attacks and much more difficult to find.

To check the initial key, the LPU sends the universal hash
of PBKDF(d) to the sensor, which must acknowledge the cor-
rectness and installation of the key. Otherwise, the sensor sends
NACK and the devices retry to derive the distance from the newly
measured RSSI. In fact, during the initial phase, the sender and
receiver are near to each other and have an accurate RSSI and
derived distance.

In the operation phase, when the distance measured by the
LPU increases or decreases by at least 0.5 m during 1 min, i.e.,
the change in the value of distance must be greater than 0.5 m
during six consecutive measurements (each of 10 s), the LPU
initiates a key change procedure with the sensor. The LPU sends
the universal hash value of the second key (derived in the initial
phase) and waits for confirmation before installing and using the
new key. It is important to note that the key change is triggered
by a change in the value of RSSI and the initial key derivation
is based on distance. The key change is triggered by a change in
the distance of at least 0.5 m.
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Fig. 7. Blood pressure for patient 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present our experimental results conducted
on Raspberry Pi, with the e-Health sensors platform [23] used as
prototype for the implementation of our approach. A Raspberry
Pi 4 is used as an interface to transmit the measured data by the
e-Health sensors, which are connected directly to the human
body. Though this realistic prototype is able to acquire and
process physiological data in real time, we conduct performance
analysis on a dataset with abnormal measurements, i.e., the
annotated Multiple Intelligent Monitoring in Intensive Care
database from the PhysioNet [24] website. A chunk of patient
dataset (records 55 and 259) is stored in a file on Raspberry Pi
and records are loaded and transmitted using BLE to the LPU
while respecting the difference between their time stamps. We
downloaded and configured the open source Bluetooth stack
(BlueZ), as described in [25].

Both records (55 and 259) contains 12 attributes, including
systolic arterial BP, diastolic arterial BP, mean arterial BP,
cardiac output, mean pulmonary artery pressure, systolic PAP,
Diastolic PAP, HR, PULSE, respiration or breathing rate, oxygen
saturation or oxygenation ratio (SpO2), and body temperature
T◦. Out of these attributes, we focus on six attributes, i.e., BP,
HR, PULSE, RESP, SpO2, and T◦. We start the first set of
our experiments on data record 55 by displaying the variation
of monitored physiological parameters and the raised alarms
by our system, which are triggered by heavy changes in the
physiological measurements.

We start by showing, in part, the variations of the physiologi-
cal parameters from the first record. Fig. 7 shows the variation of
the BP, where notable changes occur at the end of the acquired
values. The variations of the HR and pulse are presented in
Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. Both parameters present similar
variations with the same values, and both are measured in beats
per minutes (b/min). As physiological parameters are heavily
correlated, pulse exhibits heavy changes in the same time period
as the changes in HR.

To prove the correlation between physiological parameters,
where a change occurs in several parameters in the same interval,
the variations of the six monitored physiological attributes are
presented in Fig. 10. The first curve in Fig. 10 (from the bottom)
represents the variations of the respiration rate in terms of
respirations per minute, where an increase is visible at the end
of the capture. The second curve presents the variation of body

Fig. 8. Heart rate for patient 1.

Fig. 9. Pulse.

Fig. 10. Six attributes.

temperature T◦ in degree Celsius, where it also increases with
the respiration rate.

The first curve from the top of Fig. 10 presents the variation of
the oxygenation ratio SpO2, which is the percentage of oxygen in
the blood and its normal value must be greater than 95%. When
the value of SpO2 is lower than 95%, a respiratory assistant and
ventilators are required to prevent asphyxia, lack of oxygen, and
heart disease. In fact, as the SpO2 decreases at the end of the
capture, the respiration rate of the monitored patient increases
along the HR and pulse. We can clearly see a zone of correlated
change. The change in physiological data are correctly identified
by the LSH and MinHash for similarity analysis. The raised
alarms by our approach are presented in Fig. 11.

In the second set of experiments, we present our results on data
record 259, which has more variations than the previous dataset.
Fig. 12 shows BP with several zones of variations. Fig. 13 shows
the variations in HR, where HR and pulse have similar but
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Fig. 11. Data with raised alarms.

Fig. 12. Blood pressure for patient 2.

Fig. 13. Heart rate for patient 2.

several variations. Fig. 14 highlights the variation in respiration
rate with an increase during the changes in other physiological
parameters. The variations in SpO2 and body temperature are
shown in Fig. 15 (second and top curves). The oxygenation rate
decreases during two times interval with a correlated increase in
the respiration rate, where the body of the monitored patient tries
to acquire oxygen. Fig. 15 depicts the variation of all parameters
to visually localize the correlated zone of changes. The raised
alarms by our similarity analysis approach are presented in
Fig. 16.

In the third set of experiments, we analyze the impact of the
parameters on the performance of the proposed framework. In
our implementation, a bitmap of 32-b replaces the transmission
ofn physiological parameters, to reduce the energy consumption
and prevent MitM from getting access to or analyzing medical
data. We set the length of the bitmap k = 32, the rows per
band r = 4, the number of bands b = 8, and the threshold

Fig. 14. Respiration rate.

Fig. 15. All data.

Fig. 16. Raised alarms.

h = 75%. The probability that two records (R1 and R2) with
75% of similarity will hash in one bucket for any of the eight
bands (h = 1 − 8/32 = 0.75) is 0.754 = 0.316. Fig. 17 shows
the variation in probability when changing the value of r from
[1,10], where Figs. 18–20 show the variations in probability to
map in the same bucket while varying the value of b from [1,10]
for r = 1, r = 4, and r = 8, respectively.

We investigate the impact of MitM, where an attacker is
located between the LPU and the sensor. The attacker can eaves-
drop on all transmitted traffic between the target sensor and LPU,
and will try to acquire several information from the exchanged
data. The attacker may wait until the sensor connects (pairing)
to the LPU and capture a pcap file containing whole exchanged
information (pairing, bounding, data exchanges, etc.).

Even though the MitM does not have access to private medical
data, the attacker still able to detect deviations from signatures
and tries to replay old signatures. The MitM fails to produce a
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Fig. 17. r = 1..10 and b = 1.

Fig. 18. r = 1 and b = 1..10.

Fig. 20. r = 8 and b = 1..10.

valid HMAC with the new sequence number and the replayed
data will be rejected in the LPU. Furthermore, the change in
the RSSI of received data by the LPU induces a request to
change the authentication password. On the other hand, the
reliable transmission of data and the required authenticated ACK
let the sensor raises a disconnection alert to notify the user of
connectivity loss. The MitM fails to achieve replay, injection,
and black hole attacks. In short, the proposed scheme mitigates
exposure of information from the MitM and provides a second
layer of security by preventing additional attacks by the MitM.

Afterward, we conduct performance analysis of our proposed
approach to measure the accuracy in terms of true positive
rate (TPR) and false alarm rate (FAR). The receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) is used to study the impact of the similarity
threshold on the accuracy of the system. The TPR and FAR are

Fig. 19. r = 4 and b = 1..10.

Fig. 21. Receiver operating characteristic.

given by the following equations:

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
(10)

FAR =
FP

FP + TN
(11)

where TP is the number of true positives, FP is the number of
false positives, FN is the number of false negatives, TPR is the
percentage of true medical alarms that are raised as alarms, TN
is the number of true negatives, and FAR is the percentage of
misclassified normal data. The set of true medial alarms was
reported in [24].

The ROC reflects the relationship between TPR and FAR,
where a TPR closer to 100% indicates good performance in
emergency detection, whereas a lower TPR indicates under
performance in anomaly detection. A lower value of FAR is
also desirable to achieve a good performance. To prove the
effectiveness of our approach, we compare its accuracy with
existing works [12], [26]. We present the performance results
of four supervised classification algorithms: SVM, DT (J48),
K-nearest neighbor (KNN), and naïve Bayes (NB).

The ROC curve presented in Fig. 21 shows that our approach
achieves a TPR of 100% with 3% FAR. We found that the SVM
slightly outperforms our approach with a TPR of 100% and a
2.8% FAR. The KNN, J48, and NB achieve a TPR of 100%
with a FAR of 10%, 11%, and 13%, respectively. However, the
required computational complexity to derive the SVM classi-
fication model in the sensor device is prohibitive and makes
it impractical. The required computational complexity to derive
the classification model in SVM isO(n3), wheren is the number
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TABLE II
NETWORK PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

of records in training phase. The computational complexity to
derive the model in other algorithms are: O(1) for KNN (with
k = 3), O(2n) for NB, and O(nlog(n)) for J48. However, the
accuracy of these algorithms is inversely proportional to their
complexity to derive the model in the training phase, where J48
achieves better performance than KNN, which in turn performs
better than NB. Obviously, our proposed approach for anomaly
detection is fast—of the order of O(1) requiring significantly
less resources.

The results are more interesting when we start considering the
memory requirements and CPU usage in the LPU and Raspberry
Pi. The additional modules to perform LSH and RSSI estimation
to derive the authentication keys consume less than 5 MB of the
total available 4-GB RAM in Raspberry Pi 4, along with a few
bytes from the virtual memory size. The memory consumed
in the LPU is 12 MB to store previous signatures and achieve
similarity comparison, where we keep only a fixed amount of
data in the memory. The induced increase in the CPU usage
is 12% in the CPU of the LPU and 5% in Raspberry Pi. The
usage of the CPU can be explained by the required processing
to verify the integrity, compare the signatures, remove the oldest
signature, and insert the recent one inside the MinHash matrix.
It is important to note that these statistics are derived by moni-
toring the memory and CPU usage before and after running our
experiment.

We also investigate the network throughput and the impact
of authenticated ACK. We used several tools to compare the
throughput of authenticated versus disabled unauthenticated
transmission. The required authenticated ACK, used to prevent
black hole and data modification by the MitM, does not induce
significant deterioration in network performance, in comparison
to the baseline performance achieved using the same hardware,
as shown in Table II. It is also important to note that our testbed
uses nonoptimized implementation and hardware. As a result,
network performance may vary and will potentially be better on
different hardware and software stacks than the one used in our
implementation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we introduced an efficient and effective ap-
proach to enforce security in IoMT and mitigate the impact of
MitM attack. We successfully addressed three important aspects:
the privacy of physiological data, reliability of health monitoring
system, and energy consumption. To prevent the MitM from
getting access to private data, the LSH signature was transmitted
instead of physiological value. To prevent modification, replay
and black hole attacks, an HMAC was used with a key based
on the RSSI value measured on both sensor and LPU. Our

approach does not require labeled training data and does not
need a classification model to detect heavy changes in the
physiological parameters of monitored patient. Our experiments
demonstrated that the proposed framework can achieve high
detection accuracy with low false alarm rate (3%), when com-
pared to supervised classification algorithms applied on the same
annotated public dataset. In the future work, we will investigate
the impact of jammer and the channel hopping solution using the
derived authentication key as seed for pseudorandom function.
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